Society of Breast Imaging Presents
APPLICATIONS AND INTERPRETATION OF BREAST MRI

DAY 1
7:50-8:00- Introduction, announcements
8:00-8:30 Optimizing your MR Images, Accreditation, Carol Lee, MD
8:30-9:00 When Is Breast MR Indicated (And When Is It Not), Susan Orel, MD
9:00-9:30 Approach To Interpretation: What Do I Do With All These Images, D David Dershaw, MD
9:30-10:00 BI-RADS™: Lexicon, Debra Monticciolo, MD
10:00-10:30 Break
10:30-11:00 Principles of interpretation and reporting including CAD, Carol Lee, MD
11:00-12:00 Case review, Susan Orel, MD
12:00-1:30 Lunch
1:30-2:00 Management of enhancing lesions, Debra Monticciolo, MD
2:00-2:30 Common Pitfalls And Problems, Susan Orel, MD
2:30-3:00 Benign Enhancing Lesions, D David Dershaw, MD
3:00-3:30 Break
3:30-4:00 Invasive Breast Cancer, Debra Monticciolo, MD
4:00-5:00 Case Review And Questions, Carol Lee, MD
5:00-5:30 Questions: MR Technique And Benign Lesions, Carol Lee, MD, Susan Orel, MD, D David Dershaw, MD, Debra Monticciolo, MD
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**DAY 2**
8:00-8:30 DCIS, Susan Orel, MD

8:30-9:00 Breast Cancer Staging, D David Dershaw, MD

9:00-9:30 Evaluation Of Implants And The Post-Operative Breast, Debra Monticciolo, MD

9:30-10:00 Screening with MRI, Carol Lee, MD

10:00-10:30 Break

10:30-11:30 Case Review, D David Dershaw, MD

11:30-1:00 Lunch

1:00-1:30 MRI Guided Intervention: Technique And Tips, Susan Orel, MD

1:30-2:00 Management Following MRI Guided Intervention, Carol Lee, MD

2:00-3:00 Case Review, Debra Monticciolo, MD

3:00-3:30 Break

3:30-4:00 Future Directions, D David Dershaw, MD

4:00-5:00 Panel Case Review: Interpretation Dilemmas, Carol Lee, MD, Susan Orel, MD, D David Dershaw, M.D., Debra Monticciolo, M.D.

5:00-5:30 Questions: Cancer, Staging, Problems Of Interpretation, Carol Lee, MD, Susan Orel, MD, D David Dershaw, MD, Debra Monticciolo, MD

5:30 Adjourn